Sponsorship Proposal
For
LetsPy BOOTCAMP Nagpur 2019
Brought to you by GirlScript Nagpur Chapter

20th - 21st July 2019
At Deshpande Hall, Nagpur

About GirlScript
GirlScript Foundation Pvt. Ltd. is a section-8 company
registered under the government of India 2017. GirlScript is the
fastest growing tech company in India. It is a non-profit project
brought up by GirlScript Foundation to help beginners in
technology.
The name might mislead a bit, but GirlScript supports diversity
in tech. Although it should be remembered that we are not a
Women-Only organization and welcome everyone to join us.

About GirlScript Chapters
GirlScript Foundation currently has 36 chapters in India and 3 International
chapters. It is a not-for-profit community for students, software developers, IT
professionals, designers, entrepreneurs, and open source enthusiasts. We
believe in being the force to break the monotonous flow of learning amongst
students in India.

We primarily focus on beginners. At GirlScript we try to entertain members
from all domains irrespective of their experience, gender and age by
conducting free workshops and interactive hands-on sessions. Our aim is to
build an open community of learners, where everyone feels excited about
exchanging ideas and knowledge along with learning together.

Need of Organization Like GirlScript
in India:
1. We believe in to-the-point learning and have the required foundation,
which is fit for the Indian structure with vast linguistic and regional diversity.
2. Students tend to buy projects while pursuing their mandatory degree
projects.
3. There is a large gap that needs to be bridged between the industry and
academia due to loopholes in course curriculum followed by educational
institutions.
4. There are a lot of opportunities available in the tech-industry but not
everyone gets to know about it. Many people fail to grab it even after being
aware of it
5. Local mentors and help is a better way to learn, share and lean in together.
6. The tech industry is not as diverse as it can be.

About LetsPy Bootcamp
LetsPy is India's Biggest Python Programming BootCamp organized by
GirlScript Foundation in association with Mozilla. LetsPy is an initiative to
make them learn by dedicating a whole weekend and taking them from basics
of Python to advance levels. It will be the biggest gathering of Py-Mentors and
Learners.
The Two days BootCamp gives an overview of getting started, where
attendees build some small applications using Python and learn the use of
Python in the fields like Data Science, Machine learning, Cloud etc.
LetsPy India Tour 2019 is a proud home to over 2500 participants and 60
mentors from 10 cities of India. The BootCamp is well structured after
surveying each city and then customizing the syllabus for attendees. We will
be having this event with over 3 experienced mentors who will be giving
hands-on programming workshop with the help of trained organizers. Hence,
excellent results are guaranteed.

Our Previous Sponsors

Our Proud Speakers
Mr. Animesh Jaipurkar
Animesh Jaipurkar is an IT entrepreneur with over 10 years of
experience in Software development, Technology Consulting, Mobile Apps
Development, Project management and Client Management. He is also actively
involved in education and training by helping students, Educational Institutes,
Professionals & Companies assimilate the latest technology skills & by keeping
them upto date with industry needs. Speciality : Technology Consulting, Project
management, Solution Delivery, Mobile application development, Server side
development, Web applications development, Client relationship, Team building
& leadership, Customizing training programs for corporate, Faculty & student
development programs

Mr. Om patel
Currently working as Embedded System Lead at
Ayu Devices, IIT BOMBAY and CTO at Turquoise Automation,
Nagpur with a demonstrated history of working in the
electrical and electronic manufacturing industry. Skilled in
Python and Embedded C (Programming Language),
Medical Devices, Microcontrollers, BLE, Public Speaking, and
Management. Strong engineering professional with a Master
of Technology - MTech focused in Electronic Engineering
from Veermata Jijabai Technological Institute (VJTI).

Ms. Anubha Maneshwar
Anubha Maneshwar is a 23 year old founder at girlscript foundation pvt
Ltd - which is India's biggest tech community and organisation to support
beginners. Currently her organization is working in 36 cities of India and has
impacted over 10000 beginners. She is winner of 35 under 35 awards in best startup
for education Category and India's Top 100 young leaders award. A mentor at
Mozilla Open Leaders Program, Learn IT Girl and speaker at PyCon North America,
she loves to help people and wants to transform how education system works In
India

Mr. Utkarsh Gupta
With his sheer passion to talk, communicate, build and carry conversations with
different people, he then decided to be in the field of speaking. Debating was his hobby,
communicating was his passion, reading was his experience and understanding was his skill. This
is when he realised that Bachelors in Journalism and Mass Communication is the course that suits
him the most. Also, to mention that he was a superb performer, he was and is an awardy in the
field of theaters and had represented himself at the national levels too. His story doesn’t ends
here, he is the founder of ‘Bliss Foundation’ which is all youth driven and is based on social
welfare. A ton of aids seminars, a huge list of of theatrical achievements, a brilliant experience at
Marketing and Communications and sheer talent of writing is what he is known for. His story
wouldn’t end, as he has just started to write his book of success. A lot has to be added and a lot
has to be revamped.

Why Sponsor Us ?
▪ Our events witness a large gathering of people. Thus, providing an excellent
opportunity for business promotion.
▪ Our meetups attract candidates who are technological geeks.
▪ Our meetups encourage participants to develop digital solutions for the benefit
of society and work hard to acquire the necessary skills.
▪ Our meetups foster a culture of collaboration among people with similar goals.
▪ We wish to encourage women to be a part of the technology industry.
▪ It'll be an opportunity for you to interact and network with potential interns and
employees.
▪ It’ll be an opportunity to give back to the community.
▪ We are more than happy to work with you and tailor the sponsorship benefits
which suits you the best.
▪ We have been conducting these programs from the last two years and we have
sponsors like tech Domains, Mozilla, Redhat, Jet Brains and many more.

International Sponsorships
$ 250 Sponsorship (Excluding Taxes)
Social Media Promotion
Logo on Website
Swag Inclusion
Banner (on Prominent Sites)
Standees (on Prominent Sites)
Special Webinar(10 Mins.)
Coupons/ Offers
Ad on Website(for 2 days)
"The measure of a life, after all,
is not its duration, but its
donation."

Bag Insert: Brochure
Bag Insert: Flyer

Customization Available

“Fortune knocks once, but
misfortune has much more
patience.”

$ 350 Sponsorship (Excluding

Taxes)

Social Media Promotions
Blog Post Highlighting Sponsor( 5/Day)
Logo on Website
Logo(on
onProminent
Wrist Bands
Banner
Sites)

"If the primary aim of a captain were to
preserve his ship, he would keep it in port
forever."

Coupons
Offers
Ad on Website(for 2 days)

Posters (Provided)
Bag Insert: Brochure
2 Emails to attendees

Standees (on Prominent Sites)
Onsite Promotion
Announcement on Stage

Stall on Site(8*8)
Bag Insert: Flyer

Special Webinar(20 min.)

Customization Available

$ 500 Sponsorship (Excluding Taxes)
Social Media Promotions

Coupons

Ad on Website(for 1 days)

Title Tag
Logo on LetsPy Website
Swag Inclusion
Banner(on Prominent Sites)
Standees (on Prominent Sites)

Posters (Provided)
After Movie Appearance
Bag Insert: Brochure

Logo on LetsPy Wrist Bands

Bag Insert: Flyer

Special Webinar (30 min.)
Stall on Site(8*8)

Offers

2 Emails to attendees(max.)

Slot in the Program Guide

Customization Available

$ 1000 and above Sponsorship
(Excluding Taxes)
Social Media Promotions
Blog Post Highlighting Sponsor(6/Day)

"Life leaps like a geyser for those who drill
through the rock of inertia."

2 Emails to attendees(max.)
Special Webinar(20 min.)
Coupons

Logo on Website
Swag Inclusion

Ad on Website(for 2 days)

Banner (on Prominent Sites)

After Movie Appearance

Standees (on Prominent Sites)

Bag Insert: Brochure

Onsite Promotion

Posters (Provided)

Bag Insert: Flyer

Offers

Announcement on Stage

Questions in LetsPy feedback form

Sponsored Talk(30 Mins.)

Slot in the Program Guide

Stall on Site(10*10)

3 Tweets to all GirlScript Followers

Customization Available

Privacy Policy
Participant details will not be shared without
their explicit permission.
Participants are allowed to share their
information with you at your stall.

CONTACT US
Shivam Ujawane: +8446890002
Ashutosh Bante: +7030449565

E-mail Address:

Girlscript.ngp@gmail.com
letspy.girlscript@gmail.com

